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Abstract 

implementation 
of authentic assessment at the Seventh Grade of SMP Muhammadiyah 
Banjarbaru which covers (1) kinds of authentic assessment (2) the English 

solve problems. The design of the study is descriptive qualitative design. The 
data were collected through observation, interview, document study and 
recording. The data were analyzed qualitatively which involves data 
collection, data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing. 
Triangulation is applied to get the validity of the data. The results of study 
reveal that (1) the English teachers at seventh grade of SMP Muhammadiyah 
Banjarbaru have applied observation assessment for affective assessment, 
written assessment and project assessment for cognitive assessment, and 

applying the authentic assessment come from the internal problems and 
external problems. The internal problems are the English teacher

beliefs about authentic assessment, and motivation. The external problems are 

and facilities. (3) The effort to solve the problems are joining to training and 
cluster from the Office of Ministry of Education Banjarbaru, getting guiding 
from senior teachers or colleagues, and asking their students to bring the 
needed stuffs for their own activity. 

A. INTRODUCTION 

According to Delors (1995) in Dantes (2008: 1) stated that the big issue in 
education based on the International Commission on Education for the twenty-first century 
UNESCO is that education must be significant or has meaning. They said that traditional 
education which was very quantitatively-oriented and knowledge-based is not relevant 
anymore in this century. The relevant education must have four pillars of (1) learning to 
know, (2) learning to do, (3) learning to be and (4) learning to live together. 
competency will be formed by the four pillars. Dantes (2008: 2) further stated that to form 
the competency the assessment implementation is required. It is called competency 
assessment basis. Competency assessment basis has the individual characteristic is called 
as class assessment basis. Competency is the attribute of the individual students so the 
assessment must be done individually. It means the assessment must be authentic. 
Authentic assessment includes three aspects of cognitive, affective as well as psychomotor 
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to know the overall competency of the individual students in the teaching and learning 
process. 

Although the authentic assessment has been included in the 2013 curriculum, the 
government is still using National Examination or Ujian Nasional to determine the passing 
standard. This condition might be contradictory to the characteristics of authentic 
assessment itself. Ideally, when authentic assessment is implemented in the curriculum, the 
government must allow the schools to conduct their own assessment instead of abolish the 
National Examination. If the government does not abolish it, it means the curriculum is not 
applied correctly.  

This condition becomes a challenge for the teachers to apply authentic assessment 
based on 2013 curriculum.  The question is whether the teachers can apply or correctly not 
all the kinds of the authentic assessment based on the characteristics of authentic 

guru masih cenderung 
menggunakan model tes dalam asesmennya, baik dalam menilai proses dan hasil 
pembelajaran, tanpa menghiraukan apakah itu mengukur aspek kognitif, afektif, maupun 

 It means there are some teachers who tend to use test in authentic 
assessment for the process and result of learning, without considering the aspects of 
cognitive, affective, or psychomotor based on the 2013 curriculum. To answer the question 
a research is needed. 

SMP Muhammadiyah Banjarbaru is one of the schools that have applied the 
authentic assessment. Based on the pilot study at this school, the English teachers are 
facing some problems in applying the authentic assessment.   So, this school has been 
chosen as research setting to know the problems faced by the teachers in applying 
authentic assessment based on 2013 curriculum. 

Based on the explanation above, the writer is interested in conducting a research 
entitled:  The Implementation of Authentic Assessment  at the 
Seventh Grade of SMP Muhammadiyah Banjarbaru. 

B. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1. The 2013 Curriculum for SMP 
Based on the objective of 2013 curriculum in the regulation the Ministry of 

Kurikulum 2013 bertujuan 
untuk mempersiapkan manusia Indonesia agar memiliki kemampuan hidup sebagai 
pribadi dan warga negara yang beriman, produktif, kreatif, inovatif, dan afektif 
serta mampu berkontribusi pada kehidupan bermasyarakat, berbangsa, bernegara, 
dan peradaban dunia
must prepare their students to be a golden generation in 2045. 

2. The Nature of Authentic Assessment 
Penilaian Authentic adalah kegiatan 

menilai peserta didik yang menekankan pada apa yang seharusnya dinilai, baik 
proses maupun hasil dengan berbagai instrument penilaian yang disesuaikan 
dengan tuntutan kompetensi yang ada di Standar Kompetensi (SK) atau 
Kompetensi Inti (KI) dan Kompetensi dasar.  It means the authentic assessment 
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should rely on the syllabus to determine the stud
based on the curriculum targets. 

3. Kinds of Authentic Assessment 
Kunandar (2013: 42) has divided authentic assessment in three 

competences; there are affective competence, cognitive competence and 
psychomotor competence. In affective, there are five kinds of assessment such as 
observation, self assessment, peer evaluation, journal and interview. Cognitive 
assessment has three kinds of assessment such as written test, oral test and project 
and psychomotor has five kinds of assessment such as performance, project, 
portfolio, product and combination (product and performance). 

4. Technique and Criteria of the Authentic Assessment 
tated that are demands for technical quality of 

assessments focus on their reliability and validity. Reliability is the consistency of 
the assessment in producing the same score on different occasions or with different 
raters. The most important types of validity for performance assessments are 
content validity, or match between the content of the assessment and the content of 
instruction, and consequential validity, or the uses of assessment for instructional 
planning and improvement. 

C. DISCUSSION 
The qualitative results showed that the English teachers have some problems in 

applying the authentic assessment. These problems have been found by documentary 
study, observation and interview. To find out these problems, there are questions that 
should be answered by the teachers, such as kinds of authentic assessment applied by the 
English teachers, problems in applying authentic assessment and how to solve the 
problems. It is discussed briefly in this section. 

1. Kinds of Authentic Assessment 

are affective assessment, cognitive assessment and skill assessment. In line with Kunandar 
(2013: 35) says that salah satu penekanan dalam kurikulum 2013 adalah peniliaian 
authentic (authentic assessment).  

According to Kunandar (2013: 99-115), there are five kinds of affective 
assessments they are observation, self assessment, peer assessment, journal and interview 
that the teachers should apply if they want to know the stude
aspects to the subject taught. Based on documentary study, English teachers have designed 
two kinds of affective assessment for basic competence number 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 about the 

d self assessment.  
The rubric for journal has fulfilled some of the criteria in the instruments sign, such 

as measuring the affective competence achievement, preparing based on the indicator, 
using a simple format, recapitulating, chronologically, and guiding the teacher to identify 

 
The self assessment rubric has fulfilled the rubric of instrument such as the formula 

of assessment criteria is simple, the language is simple and easy to understand and 
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assessment format is simple. But the indicators are still too general. It did not describe the 
target of basic competence number 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. 

Based on observation in the class and interview to the English teachers, they did 
not practice these assessments were not practiced in the class. In contrast to their lesson 
plan, the teachers did observation assessment but the result from these activities was not 
recorded directly at the time. They put the report in the report book. Ideally, the English 
teachers should do affective assessment in teaching and learning process because the 
affective assessment is as a feedback for teachers and students about their affective in 
English subject. Kunandar (2013: 113) stated that the students should have positive 
affective toward the subject. By the positive affective in their selves, it will grow and 

easy to master the material that they have learnt before. It means teachers did not obey this 
assessment because it is very important to support the students in mastering the English 
lesson. 

Second, Cognitive assessment has three parts such as written test, spoken test and 
project (Kunandar, 2013: 159 - 243). Based on the documentary study, the English teachers 
have applied written test, spoken test and project. They have designed the rubric scoring 

ign based on the basic competence number 3.7.  
In this basic competence number 3.7, the English teachers have applied essay, cloze 

test and puzzle for written test. The rubrics for written assessment have not fulfilled some 
of the criteria from the criteria of written test. They should refer to the basic competence 
and the indicators in the syllabus, the instruction, the clear formula and no ambiguous. It 
can conclude that the rubric was not appropriately. Ideally the rubric should be transparent. 
In line with Kunandar (2013: 51), he defined about the principles and approach in 
assessment should be transparent, it means assessment procedure, assessment criteria, and 
the reasons to take policy could be accessed by any people. In the project assessment, the 
instructions were clear and based on the base competent but the teacher did not design the 
rubric for the project assessment. It means the teacher could not fulfill the standards how to 
do the project assessment. Kunandar ( 2013: 226) states that the teacher should tell the 
indicator and assessment rubric to have a good project. 

From the three cognitive assessments above, the English teachers were only doing 
written test and project. The written test was done in the teaching and learning process and 
the project is given at the end of study or in form of take home. For spoken test in this 
basic competence number 3.7, they did not do assessment. They only asked the students to 
practice the instrument.   

The last is skill assessment. Kunandar (2013: 249-257) state that the skill 
assessment has five aspects to assess they are performance assessment, project, portfolio, 
product, and combination assessment. Based on the documentary study, the English 
teachers have designed performance assessment and product assessment. The instruments 

 

assessment was not clear. It did not fulfill the standard of rubric. Kunandar (2013: 263) 
stated that the rubric of performance assessment should involve indicators to assess the 
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basic competence number 4.7, the indicators should be arranged by steps of tasks or 
systematic steps of the project result so that the rubric can measure the ability that can be 

ability, it should be accompanied by a clear scoring to decide the decision. From the 
criteria of performance assessment it can be concluded that the rubric could not use to 

means the English teachers should be make the rubric again based on the criteria above and 
fulfill the requirement of assessment. 

The next is product assessment. The rubric did not fulfill the criteria of assessment. 
It was not clear and confusing because the teacher did not describe the aspects of rubric 
clearly. Kunandar (2013: 302) states that the aspects should be clear, operational and can 
measure the product. By this condition, the English teachers would face the problems to 
assess their students. In the field, they did not use this rubric. They have assessed their 
students based on their own perspective. They stated that they would give the score not 
only from their performance or product but they have involved affective aspect. It means 
the score was not purely to measure the skill but also another aspect. It was contradictory 
with the essence of the authentic assessment. Kunandar (2013: 309) quotes that in doing 
product assessment, it should refer to the rubric of assessment which has been arranged 
until the result of assessment is valid.        

2. Problems in Applying Authentic Assessment 

The problems in applying the authentic assessment have been influenced by two 
aspects; they are internal and external factors. These factors have given big contribution in 

 
From the explanation in the finding, the internal problems came from the English 

 
Based on Seminar the 2013 Curriculum from Badan Pengembangan dan Penelitan 

of Ministry of Education and Culture on 27th June 2013 stated that passing standard (SKL) 
would influenced by the eight standards. They related each other so every school needed to 
pay attention on it especially educator and staff educator standard and structure and 
infrastructure standard. SMP Muhammadiyah has been chosen as a pilot school for the 
2013 curriculum by the Office of Ministry of Education of Banjarbaru. It is a private 
school in Banjarbaru. It is located on Jalan Ahmad Yani Km 33,700 Loktabat Banjarbaru. 

support the school activities, there were the educator and staff educator and some facilities. 
The educator and staff educator in this school were coming from many educational 

backgrounds. Based on the data in the school profile, there were 26 educators and 10 staff 
educators
persons from undergraduate, 3 persons from diploma 3, 2 persons diploma 2, 1 person 
diploma 1 and 5 persons 
background, there were staff administrations, librarian, science laboratory staff, language 
laboratory staff, canteen keeper, school guard, security and gardener. The staff 
administration were 1 from undergraduate and 2 persons from senior high school, librarian 
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was 1 person from senior high school, science laboratory staff was 1 person from 
undergraduate, language laboratory staff was 1 person from undergraduate, canteen keeper 
was 1 person from senior high school, school guard was 1 person from junior high school, 
security was 1 person from junior high school and gardener was 1 person from junior high 
school. 

From the information above, there were 10 teachers who did not fulfil the criteria 
of a professional teacher. Based on the government regulation number 16/ 2007 about 
educator standard, it states that Guru pada SMP/MTs, atau bentuk lain yang sederajat, 
harus memiliki kualifikasi akademik pendidikan minimum diploma empat (D-IV) atau 
sarjana (S1) program studi yang sesuai dengan mata pelajaran yang diajarkan/diampu, 
dan diperoleh dari program studi yang terakreditasi. It means the teacher who teaches at 
junior high school should be graduated at least from undergraduate. From educator staff, 
this school had fulfil the criteria of the government regulation number 24/ 2008 about 
educator staff such as the staff administration can be graduated from senior high school 
and janitor, security, and school guard can be graduated from junior high school.  

Educational background is as foundation for a teacher to teach their student. A 
teacher should fulfill the criteria how to be a teacher. From the research subjects, there is 
an English teacher who did not come from English education background although she is 
continuing her study at Lambung Mangkurat University in Pendidikan Luar Biasa study 
program. It is not enough to support her in teaching the English subject.  It can be a 
hindrance to be a professional teacher. Based on the government regulation No 24/ 2008 in 
eight standards in education, there is about educator and staff education. It states that a 
teacher should have academic qualification and competency as learning agent, physically 
and spiritually healthy and have ability to reach the purpose of national education. The 
academic qualification has meant the teacher should have a diploma as educational 
background. It is proved by the diploma or skill certificate based on the legislation.  

The competency itself has three competencies such as pedagogic competency, 
personality competency, and professional competency. Pedagogic competency is the 

knowing the students characters, developing curriculum/ syllabus, learning designer, doing 
the teaching and  the learning activities stated in lesson and communicating, using 

 to actualize their 
potentials.  

teacher. The personal competency is about self understanding, self acceptance, self 
direction and self actualization. 

From the standard of educator and education staff, the educational background 

In the field, the English teachers stated that they did not have enough knowledge how to 
design and apply the authentic assessment. It can be seen when they applied the authentic 
assessment in class. They applied the authentic assessment like traditional assessment. 
They assessed the students at the end of the lesson. Actually, the authentic assessment 

if the assessment is done correctly, it will give accurate information to fix the quality of 
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teaching and learning process. It means if the teacher could not do assessment based on the 
authentic assessment, it would be an 
learning process.   

application of the authentic assessment. According to Matese et.al (2002: 3), teachers 
attempting changes in classroom assessment often bring with them incompatible beliefs, 
knowledge, and practices. It means if the teachers do not believe about their ability in 
practicing the assessment and responding from their students, it will be crucial to run the 
assessment.  

assessment constraints. This includes perceptions of constrains such as time pressures and 
the capability of the students to participate in assessment. In the finding of this study, the 
English teachers believed that practicing the authentic assessment at the same time as the 
teaching and learning process would take a time. They stated if they did assessment, they 
would need extra time. They felt racing with the time. The capability of the students to 
participate in assessment is very important to support this assessment activity but in reality 
the English teachers have faced problems with it. In the practice, some students could not 
do self assessment. They did not understand how to do it.  

Secondly, perceptions of assessment of self-
comfort with the current assessment practices, and the extent to which those practices are 
problematic for them. By this condition, teachers should build their beliefs that they would 
be successful to run the assessment and bring their students mastering the English subject. 

do authentic assessment. According to Emily (2011: 6) motivation involves a constellation 
of beliefs, perceptions, values, interests, and actions that are all closely related. When 

re negative, it makes them really hard to build their 
motivation in running authentic assessment. This condition becomes a hindrance to run it 
correctly. Bell (in Ames 1990: 400) quoted there are three things to remember about 
education; the first one is motivation, the second one is motivation, the third one is 
motivation. It means the motivation is very important in the teaching and learning process. 

 
The internal problems 

the field, the teacher needs extra time to make their students more aware of the subject 
because the subject was the centre for the teacher. The students looked boring and talked 

character. They have to create a good atmosphere in the class and make the students as the 
centre of the learning. 

A good atmosphere should be supported by other teachers. In this case, teachers 
from other subjects should teach based on the time allocation. If they teach over time, it 
will disturb other subjects. It could be problems to another teacher because they could not 
reach the target of the lesson plan and it can be a time pressure to them. Besides that, this 

feel tired. 
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 become a big influence to get a success in teaching and 
learning process. If the teachers have got a good income, they would not need to find side 
job. They will focus in his responsibility as a professional teacher. The English teachers in 
SMP Muhammadiyah Banjarbaru do not only teach English subject but also teach another 
subject. By this condition, the teachers cannot concentrate to his own subject. They would 
get tired and need extra time to prepare the lesson plan to reach the target in the 
curriculum
foundation and the government give more attention to their prosperity, this situation will 
not happen. They can focus and reach the target in the curriculum. 

On the other hand, the school foundation and the government actually do not only 

be a professional teacher. When the facilities are complete, the teaching and learning 
process will be running well.  

SMP Muhammadiyah Banjarbaru had some structure and infrastructure. There 
were 6 classrooms which 4 were in good condition and 2 needed repairing, a library, a 
science laboratory, a workshop room, a language room, a hall/ AVA room, a pr

ernment regulation number 
24/ 2007 about school facilities, the school has to have at least 14 kinds of room to support 
teaching and learning process. From the data above this school had had fulfilled the criteria 
of structure and infrastructure standard.  

Even though they had the standard in facilities, the English teachers said it was not 
enough to support in applying the 2013 curriculum especially the authentic assessment. 
Based on the government regulation number 19/2007 about management standard for 
structure and infrastructure, there are 1) plan, fulfil and use structure and infrastructure, 2) 
evaluate and do cultivation to keep this facilities function to support teaching and learning 
process, 3) complete the learning facility in every class at junior high school/ madrasah, 4)  
arrange the priority scale in improving education facility based on the objective of 
education and curriculum in every grade, and 5) maintain all facilities with paying 
attention to environment. It means the school should evaluate, plan, arrange and maintain 
the structure and infrastructure based on the education and curriculum improvement. It has 
purposed to make the teaching and learning running well. 

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that the problems of the two 
factors above have a big role to run the authentic assessment. These problems need to be 
solved quickly because if the problems cannot be handled and solved, it will give bad 

 

3. Efforts in Applying Authentic Assessment 

The English teachers have tried to solve the problems. First, they have participated 
in the 2013 curriculum training and joined in cluster but it is not enough for them. In 

s are still wondering about 
authentic assessment. According to Ward and Murry-Ward (Sikka et.al, 2007: 240) there is 
a lack of training in educational programs in assessment and teachers may be reactive that 
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the training may not be what teachers want or need. It means although the teachers have 
got the training, it did not support their knowledge in applying the assessment. Besides 
that, the tutorials in the 2013 curriculum especially in the authentic assessment should be 
continued and monitored by the office of Ministry of Education of Banjarbaru. It is to 
know what the problems in the field so that they can prepare further action to overcome 
those problems. 

Second, they have tried to ask their colleagues to handle their problems in applying 
the authentic assessment. It is a good way because if the teachers work together, they can 
solve the problems together.  

The last is about facility. The facilities are not only about infrastructure but also 
references for the teachers to support their activities in teaching and learning activities. 
Based on the regulation No. 24/ 2007 about Sarana dan Prasarana Untuk Sekolah 
Menengah Pertama atau sederajat in Ketentuan Umum point 9, it is stated that buku 
referensi adalah buku rujukan untuk mencari informasi atau data tertentu. It means the 
school foundation or the office of Ministry of Education of Banjarbaru should provided 
some references especially references for the authentic assessment. Therefore the English 
teachers have tried to handle the problems in facilities by themselves but actually it is the 
school foundation and the government responsibility to prepare the facilities.        

Based on the above discussion about the efforts in applying authentic assessment, it 
can be stated that the English teachers should try hard to fix this situation to get better 
achievement. 

D. CONCLUSION 

Based on the findings and data analysis at the previous page, the writer might draw 
conclusions as follows. 

1) From all kinds of authentic assessment, the English teachers at seventh grade of 
SMP Muhammadiyah Banjarbaru have applied observation assessment for 
affective assessment, written assessment and project assessment for cognitive 
assessment, and product assessment (writing skill) for skill assessment. 

2) lying the authentic assessment come 
from the internal problems and external problems. The internal problems are the 

 are the 

facilities. 
3) The effort to solve the problems are joining to training and cluster from the 

Office of Ministry of Education Banjarbaru, getting guiding from senior teacher 
or colleagues, and asking their students to bring some stuffs for their own 
activity. 
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E. SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the findings, there are several suggestions for the English teachers, the 
headmasters, the Office of Ministry of Education of Banjarbaru and the future researchers. 

1) In order to be able to implement the authentic assessment well, the English 
teacher should (1) continue their education based on their major or subject in 
the class. They will be a professional teacher if they have an educational 
background based on their subject; (2) focus in one subject to be able to handle 
their subject better; (3) find some information and references about authentic 
assessment by themselves, such as by accessing to the internet because the 
authentic assessment has been thoroughly discussed by many researchers in the 
world, (4) raise their motivation and beliefs in applying the authentic 
assessment and build the motivation for better achievement. 

2) The headmaster should (1) consider giving a responsibility to their teachers 
based on their educational background to make their teachers to be 
professional; (2) they have to prepare the references about the authentic 
assessment help their teachers to learn more about the authentic assessment; (3) 
do supervision to their teachers to 
mastering the 2013 curriculum especially the authentic assessment; (4) give 

practicing the authentic 
assessment. 

3) The Office of Ministry of Education Banjarbaru should (1) give control and 
evaluation in the 2013 curriculum program especially for pilot school because it 
will be a model in applying the 2013 curriculum for other schools; (2) find the 

program; (3) pay attention to educational background of the teachers to keep the 

facilities such as references, AVA room special for English program to support 
this program.    

4) Future researchers are suggested include more schools which are pointed as 
pilot school in applying the 2013 curriculum especially the authentic 
assessment, so that the re
problems in applying the authentic assessment. 
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